EGR Gets Parts Made
Quickly by Quickparts®
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“3D printing is a perfect solution for utilizing our 3D
design data rapidly to create the parts we need,” said
Brett Malley, Product Development Manager, EGR. “The
3D printing technology allowed us to develop products
that replicate production parts so effectively that buyers
wanted to place orders right there at the show on many
of these products.”
New parts were created for four vehicles, including the
award-winning Hyundai Veloster Turbo “Highlighter.”
These parts consisted of spoilers, bumper protectors
and body kit components. A Hyundai Genesis, Chevy
Silverado and Ford Explorer were also given updated
appearances using the 3D printed aftermarket parts.
“We only had a couple of months to develop these four
vehicles,” said Malley. “The effectiveness of the rapid
prototyped parts combined with EGR’s design and
manufacturing capabilities, turned out so well that the
Veloster was voted as one of the top 10 vehicles at the
2013 SEMA show by Edmunds.com.”

Using 3D scan data of specific parts of the vehicles,
the design team converted that data into various CAD
design tools for development of the new products. As
soon as they had part designs that met each need, the
3D data was sent to Quickparts for 3D printing using
Stereolithography (SLA®) technology.
Three weeks later all the parts were shipped back. From
here, each part was sanded, painted, finished and added
to the vehicles in time for the event.
“No one at the event realized that these weren’t final,
production parts... but in fact, prototypes,” said Malley.
“Using the scan-to-design process, then sending that
digital data to be printed directly, each part fit perfectly.
We got to introduce new products to the market without
requiring tooling, and did it in record time.”
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